Wolpack Trounces Cavaliers 26-7

**State's School of Engineering**

An ambitious program in surveying is underway in the School of Engineering at North Carolina State College, which will take its new coordinator to major schools and industrial concerns throughout the country to find out just what makes the best nuclear engineer. Dr. Harold A. Lamonds, new chief of the nuclear engineering program, said today that a survey of industry and other nuclear engineering programs and developments will begin next week "to be sure that our programs in the training of nuclear engineers are modern and progressive."

"By the end of the calendar year, we hope to have results on which to strengthen and update our curriculum," he said.

The nuclear engineering curriculum will continue as an established program in the Engineering School, headed by Dean J. Harold Lamonds, and will place increased emphasis on nuclear design, development of industrial applications, controls and instrumentation.

Until this year the nuclear engineering studies were a part of the Department of Physics in the School of Engineering. The Physics Department is now under the new School of Physical Sciences and Applied Mathematics.

During the coming year, Dr. Lamonds and an advisory committee whose members come from the staffs to the various areas of engineering will work toward establishing an undergraduate and graduate program of courses in the treatment of nuclear engineering.

"We will try in the new program to arrive at courses of which will provide added strength in engineering along with nuclear technology," Dr. Lamonds said. "Ultimately we expect new courses to evolve which will be tailored to the new program and a gradual change will take place to bring the program to a departmental status."

The major efforts of the curriculum head and his committee will be devoted to determining a fundamental approach to the subject. The adjustments in the curriculum will give the student a strong engineering course and the ability to encompass specialization in suitable areas of study such as instrumentation, control, not ruled out. After testimony by the defendant and the accuser, the student was found guilty of the charge. The case was decided by the judge to the student's advantage. Five Cases Handled By State Honor Code Board

In September meetings, the Honor Code Board at State College handled five cases involving alleged violations of the Honor Code.

On Thursday, September 22, a trial was held concerning the theft of a notebook. The student pleaded guilty as charged and was given probation for one year. The other case involved a student charged with cheating on a chemistry quiz. The evidence of the alleged violation was present at the hearing. After extensive questioning of the defendant was found guilty and sustained an own admission of the violation.

On Thursday, September 29, another case involving cheating on a quiz was brought to the attention of the Honor Code Board. A student accused of cheating on an exam test pled guilty and charged with cheating on an exam. A student was accused of breaking the Honor Code Board. A student accused of cheating on a physics test pleaded guilty and charged with cheating on a physics test.

The last hearing concerning two students who pleaded guilty to charges of counterfeiting saw the trial continued to the next. The Board was to the cases involving alleged violations of the Honor Code.}

**Gala Homecoming Festivities Held**

Miss Amy Lou Bell is shown immediately after being named Miss Homecoming Queen of 1960 at the half-time ceremonies of the State-Virginia game Saturday. The pageant, as part of the Homecoming festivities at the University of Virginia in the Virginia one-yard line. From here Mary Lou Bell carried the ball over the line on a pass from Wayne Ballard and up the uprights and past the goalpost for the extra point.

**Meredith College Junior Named Miss Wolpack**

By Allen Lennon

The sophomore, a student of Meredith College, is the winner of the Miss Wolpack of the 1960 award. Miss Wolpack is a scholarship, endowed by the state, to support Mrs. Amy Lou Bell. A junior at Meredith College, her scholarship was awarded by the state, and she was escorted by Baxler Rock. She was announced by Miss Wolpack, who held the pageant at the College, as Miss Wolpack of the 1960 award.

First place honors in the float contest were bestowed on: M.A.R.T., Sigma Chi; dormitory division, Sigma Chi; dormitory, Sigma Chi; dormitory:—Ragin; and Open organizations — States and Young Democratic Club.

The student organizations which sponsored the parade include: Sigma Nu and Delta Sigma Phi; dormitory, Sigma Chi; dormitory, Sigma Chi; and Open organizations — States and Young Democratic Club.

Miss Amy Lou Bell is shown immediately after being named Miss Homecoming Queen of 1960 at the half-time ceremonies of the State-Virginia game Saturday. The pageant, as part of the Homecoming festivities at the University of Virginia in the Virginia one-yard line. From here Mary Lou Bell carried the ball over the line on a pass from Wayne Ballard and up the uprights and past the goalpost for the extra point.
Comment From The Editor

We, as members of a democratic nation, have seen and lived with democracy in varying degrees as long as we've been able to reason. We've been members or leaders in organizations ranging from Miss Phelps' third grade home room (which was actually governed by the iron hand of Miss Phelps) to the Junior Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Jaybirds. We've served for organization, selected leaders democratically, and then sat back and did nothing.

Now we're in college. We're supposedly learning trades to support the rest of our lives, and in more subtle ways, how to live our lives. So, we organize, we choose our leaders and then we calmly sit back and do nothing.

Our Student Government is a good organization. From comparisons with other schools, it is easy to see that our governing body is stronger and more active than one's in most of our contemporary schools.

Last Thursday night, the Student Legislature held its first meeting of the year. At the meeting, Bob Cooke, the president, urged each representative to keep in mind his responsibility to the student body. He emphasized the need for organization, selected leaders democratically, and also stated that the student government should be an instrument by which student needs can be accurately analyzed.

We now urge the student body to keep in mind that the student government cannot enact policies for the improvement of our campus, etc., without the help of the student body at large. It cannot even be an instrument by which the needs of the student can be accurately analyzed unless a much greater percentage of the student body takes an interest in it than have in recent years. There have been cases in which the legislature has passed resolutions which have not been the concern of the student. It was not the legislature's fault in most of these cases; it was the fault of the student who did not let his legislator know his feelings on the subject in question.

Now, the student at large will ask how he can help the student government if he is not a member of it. All that needs to be done is to be familiar with the problems faced by the government, contact his legislator, and let the people whom he has elected know how he feels on issues before the Government acts. This would not be too difficult. Our student would have the satisfaction of knowing that he is not only helping his fellow students, but also himself.

Letters To The Editor

Roommates Denounce Student Housing

To the Editor of the Technician:

Dear Mr. Watt:

I must be some joke! You people over in the Student House are too stupid to think that by letting students move out to the new efficiency apartments it would remove the three in a room situation. By the latest handout which I just received, it seems that you people think that there is going to be a migration out to the efficiency apartments. Don't feel yourself too... there won't be. Why? Forty-five dollars a month plus utilities is too expensive. Why should two people pay approximately forty-six dollars a month for an apartment two miles from the main part of the campus, when twenty-two, in two rooms, they can have a place just across the street from the campus.

You people are not even doing married students a favor by renting them the apartments for forty-three dollars a month. This can be shown in that most of the veterans that moved out of Vetville went elsewhere to find an apartment, I know you people are not around to make these kinds of favors, but neither are you supposed to be around to make profit off of the married student's housing. Speaking of profit, I thought there was only supposed to be enough for maintenance. Damn, at the rate you are charging you must be planning on rebuilding every other year.

Shall the efficiency apartments be completely filled, that would take care of but one hundred and twenty students. My gosh, there are over one hundred and twenty rooms in a non college in which there are three people. So you people, just put back on your pointed thinking caps and come up with another "original."

Sincerely,

Richard Croom

Business Staff

Student Government News

By Joe Harter

An address to Miss Cooke, Student Government President, at the 1960-61 State College Student Legislature, which met last month at the College Union. In his talk Cooke outlined the scope of the student government activities for the coming year and asked each representative to keep utmost in his mind his responsibility to the student body and to the student legislature to enact policies for the improvement of the campus, student welfare, and student- administration regulations. He stressed the legislature's role as a sounding board for student opinion and reminded its members of their responsibility to enact policies to exert positive, aggressive leaderships and efforts to benefit the student body. He also considered very important the part the student government should play as an instrument by which student needs can be accurately analyzed and the environment which should provide for intellectual growth.

Tom Lane then gave a report on the new Police Drive, which is to be conducted from the first to the fifth of the month, and pointed out that the goal is again to be $3000. He mentioned that some of the students held up the collection and were needed and announced the four charities which the money collected is to be divided among.

After the presiding officer and Vice-president, Charles Russell had read the committee appointment list, Charles Russell presented the treasurer's report and discussed the budget for the coming year. Russell, elected a member of the national Student Association Congress, which met at the California State University at Fullerton last summer, and to which State College sent five delegates. He commented that State College was near the top in every aspect of student activities and pressed very favorably with the national body in maintaining collegial and university representation at the congress. He said that the trip had been very profitable and strongly urged that the student body do its part in maintaining this collegial and university representation at the congress. He said that the trip had been very profitable.

Other business included the passing of rules concerning posting of campaign literature for the coming elections and regulations pertaining to the use of the student government in giving addresses. Mr. Baker was approved by the Board of Review with a recommendation that the trip be continued.

The minutes of each of the Student Government meetings will be posted in the College. The resolutions, amendments, etc., in their original forms will be posted with the minutes. The meetings will open to look over these minutes, and to see exactly what the Student Government is doing.
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END OF YEAR OPPORTUNITY

Dob's Restaurant

BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER

A COMPLETE SELECTION OF THE FINEST FOOD

4 BLOCKS FROM DOWNTOWN RALEIGH

SOUTH ON U.S. 70 TO U. S. 401

CIVIC, SOCIAL AND BUSINESS FACILITIES

BILL RALLIS

MANAGER

RESERVATIONS CALL

TEMPLE 5-0773

OXFORD CLOTH IVY DRESS SHIRTS

4.50

BUTTON DOWN COLLAR

ENGLISH TANS

WHITE, LIGHT BLUE, LINEN

ALL SIZES

FRI. OCT. 21, at 8:30 AM at WILLIAM MEAL REYNOLDS CIRCUS

Tickets: $3.00, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50


P. Franke, 9284, Bohum, Wayne Drive, 102 W. Main, 503


"SPECIALIZE IN CHARCOAL STEAKS"

HARDY SHOE SHOP

WELCOME CUSTOMERS Back To Raleigh

See Us For Fine Footwear and Bespoke Savings
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Gabriel Fires Two T D Passes And Scores Twice To Win

Gabriel (Continued from page 1)
ed up one yard before Al Taylor moved the ball six yards to the one in two carries. Again Gabriel carried the ball over on a sneak play. Shaffer's kick was no good and the Pack led 13-7 with 7:55 remaining in the second period. The kick that Shaffer missed was the first one that he has missed in eleven tries. He also missed one later in the game.

Pack Fashions 2-7 Lead After the ball exchanged hands twice the Cavaliers took the ball on their own 22 with 53 seconds left in the half. Coach set fly with a pass and again it fell into the wrong hands. Taylor grabbed the pass on the Virginia 49 and returned it 29 yards to the Cavalier 20.

With 37 seconds left in the half, Gabriel ran what appeared to be the same play twice in a row to score the touchdown. Both times Gabriel hit Gibson going down the left sideline with perfect precision. The first was good for seven yards and the second one was good for 23 yards and the score. Shaffer kicked the extra point and the Wolfpack went out at intermission with a 13 point lead.

State's Finale Virginia took the second half kickoff and moved all the way down to the State one yard line before the game was halted by the Wolfpack.

Come Out To The Batt-Batt and Hit A Few Bring This Ad For One GAME and Bring Your Passport Book To Enter Details On Certificate

North Carolina National Bank

Keep Your School Funds in a SPECIAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
* No Service Charge
* No Minimum Balance Required
* Just a Small Charge for Book of Checks

Fidelity National Bank Of North Carolina

Just Off The Campus A Convenient Drive-In Branch Cameron Village (Across From Sears Parking Lot)

PLUS 4 OTHER OFFICES IN RALEIGH
OPEN FRIDAY AFTERNOON 3:00 TO 6:00

GAMMON FERRY ROAD SOUTH OF WESTERN BOULEVARD RALEIGH

For short cuts... for any style...

Shulton Makes your haircut fit your head!

No matter how you like your hair cut—you'll look better when you use Short Cut. This new, non-greasy hair gellen adds body to the hair fibers, makes your hair behave at your head. Keeps hair neat, and helps condition your scalp into the bargain. Takes 2 seconds, costs a fort .50 plus tax.

Old Spice SHORT CUT HAIR GROOM
Research Grant

Given College

For Heart Study

The National Science Foundation has granted North Carolina State College $44,000 to be used for research on heat radiation properties of various materials.

Dr. Thomas F. Irvine of the Mechanical Engineering Department, who will direct the research project, said the gift will provide for research in a field where there is virtually no information.

Interest has accelerated, he explained, because the temperature of objects in space depends upon the heat radiation which they receive from the sun and give off in space.

Dr. Irvine came to N. C. State from the University of Minnesota, where he received his Masters and Ph. D. degrees. He is currently a professor-in-mechanical engineering, directing the activities of the Heat Transfer Laboratory as well as the teaching graduate and undergraduate courses in his fields of interest.

Crier

(Continued from page 3)

the Coliseum. This is the first

of the programs to be presented

in the College Union's "Fridays

of the College" series. It will

be an outstanding musical pro-

duction. Get a Date and Go.

An open meeting of the North

Carolina State College student

chapter of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers will be

held in the College Union ball-

room at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday

October 4, 1960.

Marcus Crooks, Chairman of the Piedmont Carolina Section of the ASME, will be the guest speaker. All Mechanical Engi-

neering students, especially freshmans, are urged to attend this meeting. Refreshments will be served.

The second in a series of meet-

ings for WKNC apprentice staff

members will be held this Tues-

day, October 4 at 8:00 p.m. in

the station lounge. The subject

of this meeting will be the pro-

gramming policies of WKNC

and production techniques. All

interested students and appren-

tice members are urged to at-

tend.

The first AIEE Chapter

meeting of the semester will be

held Tuesday night, October 4,

at 7:30 p.m. in Riddick 242. All

chemical engineers are urged to

attend — especially freshmans.

(Refreshments will be served.)

L. D. Photos will be given out

at the Coliseum ticket windows

on Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 3

and 4, 8:30 until 4:30 p.m. Pic-

tures taken after September 14th

will be available on a later date.

TANT STUDIO

108 W. Main St.

TE 2-8897

Special

For All Students

1- x 10, $3.00 Values

BW Porcelain

For Only

97¢

With This Ad

FOR THE BEST

IN SPORTING GOODS

Guys, Fishing Tackle, Bicycles and Hobbies

Bicycles Repair and Accessories

HILL'S INC.

1730 North Blvd. or

U. S. 1 North

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

Typewriter Paper

It's easy to flick off your mistakes on Eaton's Corrasable Bond. Make a pass with a pencil eraser and typing errors are gone—like magic—no error evidence left! Corrasable has an exceptional surface—erases without a trace. Once does it—there's no need to retype. Saves time; money, too. The perfect paper for perfection—erasable Corrasable.

Eaton's Corrasable Bond is available in light, medium, heavy weights and onith skin. In convenient 100-

sheet boxes and 200-

sheet ream boxes. A Berkshire Typewriter

Special... And by the

famous Eaton name.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION 202 FITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

STUDENTS SUPPLY STORES